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o Most el,
ene that ^
oviet dorps+dPrable optimism greeted the success-

^o for conclusion of SALT I in May 1972,

iite unre,U:& Administration spokesmen sug-
Vloscow lltëd'savings in strategic defence spend-
", viz. it^ of $5 to $15 billion over the next five
mts evenfrs. Despite such optimistic assessments,
ide Agre, strategic-arms budgets in the United

despera4QS and the Soviet Union have risen

of doo^siderably above levels established
7ear since',i?z'c the opening of the Strategic Arms
ues to a^iitation Talks, and nuclear-weapon
^otwithst,ékpiles have more than doubled. More-
continuir, tfie prospects of a more significant

te pheno-°w-up program have grown dimmer

ik pressuiausé of the continuing difficulties of
ccompani^ining agreement on the Vladivostok
aal emigrordof 1974.

;o countr' In',reviewing what has been achieved
-imposed,lng seven years of Strategic Arms Lim-

S.S.R. 0on Talks, there is considerable reason
ations. I`bé plessimistic. Agreements reached to

é, both within and outside SALT, have
increasec

httle, if any, impact on the reduction
ase for ni2m^ments. For example, the SALT I

eemènts contain no provisions for re-
;ue a ca^g ,existing weapon systems. Admit-
luality; sjv the anti-ballistic-missile treaty nip-
-producti^^ in the bud what might have become
A internal>i3 costly ABM race, but whether such
(or mighiccwould have occurred, given the in-

)ragmaticising scepticism about the effectiveness
infortuna; '̂;ùcli a system, is highly debatable.
ype of pr^: scientific opinion was overwhelmingly
;ress. ^,ed on the position that there were

were uiy ways of countering any ABM sys-

s of 19791, through such devices as MIRVs, de-
of 197im1ssiles and penetration aids.

iecessaril}i The Interim Agreement on the Lim-

r both ofion of Strategic Offensive Weapons,
n strongl^eatthe same time as the ABM treaty
)ur of se: Maÿ 1972, froze strategic-missile

ngtli at the levels existing as of July 1,
Western .ile placing a ceiling on the num-
er arrange of 'missile-launchers, the agreement
nts of Txed,for extensive qualitative improve-
)rtional rilt of existing missiles. Chief among
)nsiderat ewas the fact that each missile could
possibly ^ "MIRVed", allowing an extensive

awaits themcnt in the number of deliverable
nmy Cax4,ieads emanating from ICBM and

SLBM forces. Given the opportunity to
"MIRV" missile forces with from three
to more than a dozen independent war-
heads, both sides were in a position to
increase appreciably their strategic war-
head capabilities by the time the Interim
Agreement expired in October 1977.

Tendency prevailed
The tendency to negotiate agreements
that would allow both states to produce
all the weapons they had planned seems
to have prevailed in the case of the 1974
Vladivostok Accord. Although it is some-
what more difficult to evaluate the impli-
cations of the numbers established at
Vladivostok because of the uncertainty as
to whether weapon systems such as the
"cruise missile" and the Soviet Backfire
bomber are to be included, it is clear that
considerable latitude for strategic develop-
ment has been provided. The accord would
still allow the United States to "MIRV"
some 402 of its existing missile force as
of November 1974 and still remain within
the 1,320-MIRV ceiling, and it would per-
mit the Soviet Union to produce even
more, since its MIRV program was far
behind that of the United States. Should
the cruise missile or the Soviet Union's
Back fire bomber not be included in the
Vladivostok limits, as seems quite prob-
able unless the 2,400 ceiling on strategic
delivery systems is raised, the strategic
arsenals of both sides may become even
more awesome.

Not only did the Vladivostok Accord
do little to restrict the number of strategic
delivery vehicles - in several instances
allowing increases -, it made no attempt
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